School Sport Australia 12 Yrs & Under Championship

Darwin 9th – 16th August 2016

Day 1: Sunday 9th August

Pool A Round 1

• New South Wales 18 (Joseph Suailii 2 tries, Thomas Carey 1 try, Darby Lanchaster 1 goal, Lachlan Blackburn 1 goal, Mohamed Merhi 1 goal) defeated Queensland 12 (Kienan Tempest 1 try & 1 goal, Keanu Wright-Dunrobin 1 try, Floyd Aubrey 1 goal)

• Victoria 26 (Joshua Berryman 1 try & 1 goal, Isaiah Okusitino-Felise 1 try & 1 goal, Harry Sio 1 try, Gabriel Ready-Bartlet 1 try, Joseph Tpuola 1 try, Jay Matavo 1 goal) defeated Western Australia 4 (Joshua Tuiatua 1 try)

Pool B Round 1

• Northern Territory 32 (Matthew Hill 2 tries, John Colenso 1 try, William Lasker 1 try, Nathan Dixon 1 try & 1 goal, Aaron Kurnoth 1 try & 1 goal, Kaleb Tatipata 1 goal, Jack Brennan 1 goal) defeated South Australia 20 (William Nayou 3 tries, Georgia Pennifold 1 try, Caleb Hagenburcher 1 goal, Lachlan Hayes 1 goal)

• Queensland Invitational 48 (Christopher Thompson 2 tries & 1 goal, Brayden Duffy 2 tries, Harley Taylor 1 try & 1 goal, John-Thomas Manuofetoa 1 try, Jeremiah Jeremia 1 try, Hermon Tofaeono 1 try, Jayden Thurston 1 try, Declan Brown 1 goal, Boston Tagg 1 goal, John Radel 1 goal, Jonathan van Aswegen) defeated ACT 0
Day 2: Monday 10th August

Pool B Round 2

• **Queensland Invitational 54** (John-Thomas Manuofetotoa 1 try & 1 goal, Boston Tagg 1 try & 1 goal, Jayden Thurston 1 try & 1 goal, Jonathan van Aswegen 1 try & 1 goal, Declan Brown 1 try, Jed Bignell 1 try, Devin Pule'anga 1 try, Herman Tofaeono 1 try, Bailey Goulter 1 try, John Radel 1 try, Tanasio Winikerei 1 goal, Harley Taylor 1 goal, Christopher Thompson 1 goal) defeated **Northern Territory 0**

• **ACT 18** (Rory Scott 1 try & 1 goal, Dyllan Sack 1 try, kaide Steele 1 try, Tyleik Miles 1 try) defeated **South Australia 6** (William Nayou 1 try, Caleb Hagenbucher 1 goal)

Pool A Round 2

• **New South Wales 42** (Lachlan Blackburn 1 try & 1 goal, Mitchell Henderson 1 try & 1 goal, Michael Asomua 1 try, Ethan Teaupa 1 try, Nicholas Lenaz 1 try, Paul Alamoti 1 try, Lajuan Vito 1 try, Joseph Suaalli 1 goal, darby Lanchaster 1 goal, Naati Teaupa 1 goal, Mohomad Merhi 1 goal, Cody Schutz 1 goal) defeated **Western Australia 0**

• **Queensland 40** (Floyd Aubrey 1 try & 1 goal, Tuvalli Pereira 1 try & 1 goal, Natiana Winikerei 1 try & 1 goal, Samual Nai 1 try, Kienan Tempest 1 try, Keanu Wright-Dunrobin 1 try, Ezra Ubaldino 1 try, Connor Tekani 1 goal, Shaun Packer 1 goal, Darius Luamanu 1 goal) defeated **Victoria 0**

Day 3: Tuesday 11th August

Pool A Round 3

• **Queensland 30** (Floyd Aubrey 1 try & 1 goal, Syris Schmidt 1 try, Tyler Keogh Paladin 1 try, Shaun Packer 1 try, Tuvalli 1 try, Ezra
Ubaldino 1 try, Connor Tenekin 1 goal, Natiana Winikerei 1 goal defeated **Western Australia 0**

- **New South Wales 38** (Joseph Suaalii 3 tries, Darby Lanchaster 2 tries & 1 goal, Lachlan Blackburn 1 try, Kyron Fekitoa 1 try, Naati Teaua 1 goal, Paul Alamoti 1 goal, Mitchell Henderson 1 goal, Cody Schultz 1 goal) v **Victoria 6** (Joseph Tupuola 1 try, Jay Matavao 1 goal)

**Pool B Round 3**

- **Queensland Invitational 62** (Boston Tagg 2 tries & 1 goal, Jonathan van Aswegen 2 tries & 1 goal, Jayden Thurston 2 tries, Christopher Thompson 2 tries & 1 goal, John Radel 1 try & 1 goal, John-Thomas Manuofetoa 1 try & 1 goal, Tanasio Winikerei 1 try, Declan Brown 1 goal, Jed Bignell 1 goal, bailey Goulter 1 goal, Harley Taylor 1 goal defeated **South Australia 0**

- **Northern Territory 24** (Nathan Dixon 2 tries & 1 goal, Deijahnelle Vaha 1 try, William Laker 1 try, Aaron Kurnoth 1 goal, Thomas Snell 1 goal) v **ACT 14** (Tyleik Miles 2 tries, Joshua Jenkins 1 try, Jack Mills 1 goal)

**Day 4: Thursday 13th August**

**Quarter Finals**

- **QF1: New South Wales 54** (Joseph Suaalii 2 tries & 1 goal, Thomas Carey 2 tries, Ethan Tupuola 2 tries, Nicholas Lenaz 1 try & 1 goal, Mohamed Merhi 1 try & 1 goal, Michael Asomua 1 try, Darby Lanchaster 1 try, Lachlan Blackburn 1 goal, Naati Teaua 1 goal, Paul Alamoti 1 goal, Cody Schultz 1 goal) defeated **South Australia 6** (William Nayou 1 try, Shay Linke 1 goal)
• **QF2: Queensland 60** (Floyd Aubrey 2 tries & 1 goal, Darius Luamanu 2 tries & 1 goal, Blake Cesari 1 try & 1 goal, Tuvalli Pereira 1 try & 1 goal, Ezra Mam 1 try & 1 goal, Connor Tekani 1 try, Samuel Nai 1 try, Xavier Va'a 1 try, Shaun Packer 1 goal, natiana Winikerei 1 goal) defeated **ACT 0**

• **QF3: Victoria 52** (Harry Sio 2 tries & 1 goal, Komi Lafaele 2 tries, Noah Lewis 2 tries, Bradman Szuhai 1 try, Jay Matavao 1 try, Justin Faoa 1 try, Lorenzo Faumuina 1 try, Cooper Goonewardene 1 goal, Joshua Berryman 1 goal, Isaiah Okusitino-Felise 1 goal, Gabriel Reedy-Bartlett 1 goal) defeated **Northern Territory 8** (Thomas Snell 1 try, Braithlee Payne 1 try)

• **QF4: Queensland Invitational 42** (Herman Tofaeono 2 tries, Declan Brown 1 try & 1 goal, Jed Bignell 1 try & 1 goal, Boston Tagg 1 try & 1 goal, Brayden Duffy 1 try, Bailey Goulter 1 try, John-Thomas Manuofetoa 1 goal, Jayden Thurston 1 goal, Jonathan van Aswegen 1 goal, Harley Taylor 1 goal) defeated **Western Australia 0**

**Day 5: Friday 14th August**

**Semi Finals**

• **Ian Duncan Qualifying Final 1: Western Australia 20** (Jarred Therkelsen 1 try & 1 goal, Henry Rowe 1 try, Cruz Smith 1 try, Joshua Tuiatua 1 try, Kobi Aiesi 1 goal, Kyrah Lennon 1 goal) defeated **South Australia 0**

• **Ian Duncan Qualifying Final 2: ACT 26** (Joshua Jenkins 2 tries, Jack Mills 1 try & 1 goal, Patrick McPhillips 1 try, Sam Azzopardi 1 try, Tyleik Miles 1 goal, Zachary Maron 1 goal) defeated **Northern Territory 24** (Deijahnelle Vaha 2 tries, Matthew Hill 1 try, Damien Williams 1 try, Kaleb Tatipata 1 goal, Nathan Dixon 1 goal, Aaron Kurnoth 1 goal, Jack Brennan
**Semi Final 1:** NSW 6 (Naati Teaupa 1 try, Mohamed Merhi 1 goal) defeated *(first try scorer)* Queensland Invitational 6 (Brayden Duffy 1 try, Boston Tagg 1 goal)

**Semi Final 2:** Queensland 52 (Kienan Tempest 2 tris & 1 goal, Natiana Winikerei 2 tries & 1 goal, Ezra Mam 2 tries, Connor Tekani 1 try, Syris Schmidt 1 try, Tyler Keogh Paladin 1 try, Xavier Va'a 1 try, Sam Rasmussen 1 goal, Floyd Aubrey 1 goal, Keanu Wright-Dunrobin 1 goal, Darius Luamanu 1 goal) defeated Victoria 0

**Day 6: Saturday 16th August**

**Finals**

**Game 1:** Northern Territory 36 (Deijahnelle Vaha 2 tries, Denzel Tomlins 2 tries, Aaron Kurnoth 1 try & 1 goal, Matthew Hill 1 try, Kaleb Tatipata 1 goal, Thomas Snell 1 goal, Nathan Dixon 1 goal, Damien Williams 1 goal, Jack Brennan 1 goal) defeated South Australia 22 (William Nayou 2 tries & 1 goal, Dionn Haratsaris 1 try & 1 goal, Kane Catford 1 try, Shay Linke 1 goal) - *decides 7th & 8th*

**Game 2:** Western Australia 18 (Aaron Walsh 2 tries & 1 goal, Ryley Gougaurd 1 try, Kobi Aiesi 1 goal, Grace Mcfillin 1 goal) defeated ACT 16 (Zachary Maron 2 tries & 1 goal, Tyleik 1 try & 1 goal) - *decides 5th & 6th* - **Ian Duncan Shield Winners**

**Game 3:** Queensland Invitational 40 (Jayden Thurston 2 tries & 1 goal, Jeremiah Ieremia 2 tries, Brayden Duffy 1 try & 1 goal, Jed Bignell 1 try, Christopher Thompson 1 try, Declan Brown 1 goal, Boston Tagg 1 goal, Bailey Goulter 1 goal, Harley Taylor 1 goal) defeated Victoria 14 (Jay Matavao 1 try, Komi Lafaele 1 goal)
try, Joseph Tupuola 1 try, Shawn Ray Mauga 1 goal) - decides
3rd & 4th - Graham Johnson Shield Winners

**Game 4: Queensland 4** (Ezra Mam 1 try) defeated **NSW 0** -
decides 1st & 2nd - **Gary Balkin Cup Winners**

**FINAL PLACINGS**

8th: South Australia
7th: Northern Territory
6th: ACT
5th: Western Australia
4th: Victoria
3rd: Queensland Invitational
2nd: New South Wales
1st: Queensland